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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Eventful People has specialised in developing communities of common interest for business and IT

professionals for over a decade in South Africa. Each year, Eventful People embarks on a unique research

project, including a series of round table discussions with customers from over 30 organisations, from

which we establish what the common challenges, concerns and areas of interest are currently in the L&D  

community 

This snapshot is a summary of the discussion points that are most pressing to those working in L&D in

South Africa. The themes identified in this research inform the agenda for the L&D Innovation & Tech

Conference, taking place in August 2022.

THE EVENTFUL RESEARCH

PROCESS

Our unique research process ensures pure and accurate information is generated through debate and

discussion among the community. Themes that emerge from the research groups are used to build the

agenda for the L&D Innovation & Tech Fest conference 2022. L&D Innovation & Tech will demonstrate

how L&D is being enabled by technology through a combination of case studies, thought-leader

presentations, discussion groups, product demos and interactive panels, all based around the key topics

in this report.
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Months of in-
depth research

Hot Topics defined
by round table
discussions

Most pressing topics
chosen for
community snapshot

Agenda curated
using Hot Topics
as a blueprint 
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Responding to employees' renewed calls for development and meaning

Fixed mindset vs. growth mindset

How to prepare your organization for the future

Reskilling and repurposing - what training do employees require for positions that will be automated in the future?

Staying current with L&D tools

How are you approaching workplace skills?

A reassessment of business strategies, workforce models, values, and culture are taking place - often prompted by new demands from employees.

The key to keeping up with the ever-changing world of business is to find the right program providers and processes designed to increase employee

value and keep them engaged and productive. Finding the best solutions for L&D requires collaboration with the business. During the day-to-day

activities of our employees, we must make sure they have access to learning and on-the-job support that encourages and empowers them. It has

become more critical to reskill workers to build a competitive workforce in the future. Despite the disappearance of job descriptions and the move

towards more skills-based organisations, the question remains whether qualification-based organisations are still relevant in South Africa.

Key Focus Areas:

What impact does the changing workforce have on the L&D function?

What abilities are needed by L&D professionals to deliver on the skill requirements of the future of work? 

How can L&D win buy-in for digital transformation and how do we build a business case to demonstrate the benefits?

How do we ensure our L&D technology strategy is aligned with the business strategy?

South Africa's underutilized talent pools

Employee Value Proposition best practice 

New ways to connect skill development and career routes

Change in the workforce is accelerating and L&D professionals need to consider the influence of the continuing development of technology and

automation. The focus must shift to the way in which people decide to use technology, rather than how technology is going to affect us. Automation

and digitisation will affect the whole organisation and its employees, therefore L&D professionals cannot leave this matter solely up to IT, a thorough

understanding and willingness to change is crucial for the L&D community. The future of work is happening right now, and the traditional L&D skills

are not enough to keep up. New skills are required for L&D professionals around data analytics, digital and online content curation. Although the

arrival of new technology drives this change, ultimately, people are the ones who are required to bring it to life in their organisations. Not only do

L&D leaders need to upskill, but our workforce and skilled talent are now expected to deliver new business strategies, but this can be a challenge

with the diverse work population and technological skill shortages. L&D departments are faced with the challenge to create innovative and agile

learning programs to keep employees digitally fit and ready for the future. It is a complex landscape that L&D leaders have to navigate to train our

employees and youth, however by understanding the future and current needs of our people, and working backward to identify requirements in

business, better workforces may be created in the future. We need to invest now in developing those 'future' skills to have a workforce that is ready

for the future.

 

Key Focus Areas:

The Present & Future-Face of L&D and How to Keep Up in an Ever-
Changing World 

The Impact of the Future Workforce on L&D

01

02

How to get the most of your learning technologies and resources while demonstrating a return on investment

How can businesses apply user-centred design throughout the entire decision and implementation process?

How can L&D teams match technological implementations to business requirements?

The Metaverse's Impact on Learning - What does the metaverse look like, and how will it affect learning?

What is the most effective way to include IT, HR, and L&D in decision-making?

A glimpse into the future of L&D technology, including artificial intelligence, automation, and robotics

People's daily work lives increasingly depend on learning and technology. We've seen a flood of AI-powered ed tech products entering the market in

recent years. The Internet of Things (IoT) and other emerging technologies such as virtual reality, augmented reality, and cloud computing all help to

support workplace learning in some rather innovative ways. Digital technology is enabling a lot of the transformation. Predictive and advanced

analytics, as well as digital tools, are being used to make learning not just more quantifiable in its impact and more engaging in the experience, but

also transformative.

Key Focus Areas:

Embracing Technology & Innovation in L&D03



04 L&D Strategy, Value Proposition and Realising Return on Investment

Focusing on the effectiveness of learning rather than the quantity of it.

How can you ensure that your learning is relevant to business skills?

What are the most effective reporting and analytics tools for calculating ROI?

How can we determine, capture, and communicate the value of L&D teams' intangible, immeasurable efforts?

Obtaining senior management buy-in to L&D initiatives 

Criteria for developing an effective L&D strategy

L&D can design skill-building programs that align with corporate objectives. Keeping the L&D seat secure requires tying learning programs to

business impact based on important corporate initiatives. It's critical to consider how frequently to communicate with stakeholders, how to get them

to click and view their learning modules, and how to get them to provide meaningful feedback that will help you fuel and iterate on your learning

initiatives.

Key Focus Areas:

05 Forming a Data-Driven Culture in L&D

Utilising data to identify test learning efficiencies and make improvements 

Improving the accuracy of reporting through learner accountability

What tools are available for data and reporting in L&D?

How to get the most out of the current systems we already own

Making meaning out of data – reporting tips and tricks 

How to use data to demonstrate the return on investment for L&D programs

Data analysis to discover and increase learning efficiency

What data and reporting tools are available for L&D

Reporting ideas and strategies for making data meaningful

To make educated decisions and maintain a competitive edge, businesses are increasingly depending on data. Businesses can use data analytics to

demonstrate their ROI. Moving to a data-driven approach to learning and development necessitates a shift in mindset and work style, as well as a

revaluation of what data is critical for L&D. You can support a data-driven L&D department by implementing technology such as a learning analytics

platform. Even yet, technology will not be able to change the department's behavior to be more data driven. This is a decision the company must

make on its own.

Key Focus Areas: 

How can L&D executives embrace change?

What are the abilities needed to be a modern L&D leader, and how do we get them?

Staying in touch with stakeholders and collaborating with HR colleagues

Understanding what the learner requires, rather than what managers believe they require

Developing a competency roadmap for learning and development professionals

Upskilling, Reskilling, and Cross-Skilling are all on the rise

Develop innovative working methods and maintain constant prioritizing

Over the past few years, the skills needed by L&D practitioners have changed. L&D now has a front-row seat to take the lead on adapting to change, and

it has a to-do list that has never been longer. Innovators in learning and development should focus on the convergence of talent development, skill-

based planning, and internal mobility to develop work cultures based on continuous learning. Organizations focused on continuous learning will

become leaders as they create the new normal. 

Key Focus Areas:

Skills & Competencies for Effective L&D Leaders 06
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